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a change of cards
JNiQERGRADUATE

New BG 1 Card gives students access to PNC Bank account
By

MM

Filby

to April 6 in the Multipurpose room
of the Union. Old BG1 Cards will be
deactivated on May 9.
BG1 Card Services and the
University's communications and
marketing department have not
yet released the new card designs,
but will through e-mail reminders

Senior Reporter

Come April, students will be
swiping something different in
dining halls.
The University plans to distribute
redesigned BG1 Cards from April 4

by April 4. Students can get their
photo retaken for their new cards
by Thursday.
The latest feature of the new BG1
Card will allow students to link to
their PNC Bank account, said Jean
Coffield, BGI Card manager.
"The ability to be able to link to a

Road construction
aims to reduce crashes
By Alia Rapal
Assistant City Editor

City council approved Tuesday a
$3.5 million fund for a construction
project on North Main Street.
The project, expected to begin
this spring, will include adding a
left-turn lane to the intersection at
Poe Road, constructing new curbs,
sidewalks and access ramps and
widening, paving and resurfacing
North Main Street.
"We are spending a substantial amount of money to make a
major improvement," said Robert
McOmber, city council member. "It
could be difficult getting through
there in 2011, but it will be a great
improvement for the city."
The city will fund 20 percent of
the project using money from taxpayers and other department funds,
he said.
"It is a dangerous stretch of roadway," McOmber said. "There have
been a large number of rear-end collisions."
Brian Craft, Public Works director,
said the intersection made it onto

PNC account is one thing that will
really help bring all the cards up to
date," said Coffield.
By distributing new cards, the
University also hopes to eliminate
current and older BGI cards that
may not work at all University
facilities.

"We still have some very old cards
in circulation and cards with worn
out (magnetic] strips on them,"
Coffield said. "This is just a great
opportunity to replace all of the
See BGI CARD| PageS

GO DEEP

"It is a dangerous stretch
of roadway. There have

ing from the city's involvement with
TMACOG.
Quinn said definite plans for the
project began five years ago, but disbeen a... number of
cussions began more than a decade
ago. He said if the city does not take
rear-end collisions."
advantage of the federal funding
Robert McOmber | City Council
now, it would have to wait much longer to complete the project as other
a list for the top 200 "hot spots" in priority areas in the state would be
Ohio, as determined by the Ohio targeted and improved first.
Department of Transportation.
The specific timing of the major
ODOT states that hot spots include construction will not be known
any location with more than 250 until after a construction company
crashes during a three-year period.
is chosen by city council in the next
The danger in the congested few weeks, Craft said. However, the
intersection made the construction construction will begin sometime
project more of a priority to the fed- in the spring and could take a total
eral government, which will fund 80 of two years to complete.
percent of the project, $6.6 million,
He said there are suggestions and
through the Toledo Metropolitan requirements established for the
Area Council of Governments. construction company to follow
TMACOG plans funding of trans- regarding the flow of traffic during
portation projects in Wood and various stages of the construction,
Lucas counties in Ohio.
including avoiding heavy construcMayor John Quinn said it is tion during events and holidays and
important to note that this is not trying to have at least one lane open
stimulus money and that the city is in each direction. More details will
not receiving any aid from the state be established as the project profor this project. The money is com- gresses, Craft said.

ITALIAN DINING

HANrUH SPARIING

IHiBGNEWS

T0UCHD0WM: Freshman Gary Galbreath pulls in a touchdown pass Tuesday during an intramural
flag-football game at the Perry Field House. Galbreath's team won 54-19.

Founders adds meaning to
meals with pop culture
Dining hall offers food themes based on characters in popular culture
By Janaa Avary
Reporter

BYRON MACK

III! 80 NEWS

CONSUME: Cassandra Cull (left) and Brooke Pfefferle en(oy spaghetti during Alpha Xi Delta's spaghetti dinner Tuesday night.

NATION

Thursday in Founders, students can
get a taste of popular culture.
Founders Keepers Dining Hall
will be hosting its first pop culture day. It will be decorated with
visuals from movies, cartoons and
other media, and the food will also
reflect the theme.
Dining Services Manager Adam
Bohland said he and Sous Chef
Brett Northcutt made food names
into a play on words, and it carried

FORUM

over into decorations that will be
made by the graphics department.
"Our themed dining days are
monotony breakers," Northcutt
said.
Northcutt said pop culture way
would be a way to make eating at
Founders fun.
All of the themed dining days are
planned out for the year before first
semester even starts, he said. In
the beginning the dining services
team formulates general ideas that
solidify as the dates come closer.

SPORTS

Bohland mentioned the week of
Halloween in Founders as one of
the themed dining day students
may remember.
Some examples of possible food
and culture connections, Bohland
said, are spinach and Popeye, pineapples for Pineapple Express, and
strawberry shortcake for the character Strawberry Shortcake.
" Edward Cullen may even make an
See POP|PageS

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Ex-president's books found

New bill to elimate Title X

Fakons win at Akron

What is the best thing to do to prevent the flu?

More than 50 books belonging to Thomas
Jefferson were found in the Washington
University library, and some of them contain handwritten notes | P*g«2

Columnist Kate Noftsinger says women's
rights are in question as the House passes a
new bill that will keep federal money from
reaching Planned Parenthood | P»g« 4

The BG women's basketball team pushed its
win streak to 17 games against Akron as Lauren
Prochaska's late 5-pointer gave the Falcons a 47-45
win over the Zips on Tuesday night | Pag* 6
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JASMINE LEE
freshman.Education
"Don't go to class, because you'll
be around germ-infested people."

^^™ |hg.4
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NATION BRIEFS
Wis. Assembly
leader vows to pass
anti-union bill
MADISON. Wis - Wisconsin

NYC detective who
caught Son of Sam
in 1970s dies

KNEW
WIRf
SOURCES

Friends mourn 4
US yachters killed
by pirates

NEW YORK-The detective

WWWBGNEWSCOM

SANTA MONICA. Calif. - An

Judge rules NYPD
must turn over
shooting reports

New dispute over
ex-Venezuelan
president's assets

NEW YORK (AP)-A New

MIAMI - A new dispute has

Ex-politician gets
3-month sentence
for harassment
LOWELL. Mass (AP)-A for-

Assembly Speaker Jeff Fitzgerald

who cracked the notorious Son

adventurous quartet of yacht

York City judge has ruled that

erupted in Florida over former

mer Massachusetts state senator

says the Republican-led chamber

of Sam case in the 1970s and

enthusiasts from California and

the NYPD must hand over more

Venezuelan President Carlos

charged with sexually harassing

will pass a bill cutting collective

arrested killer David Berkowrtz

Washington state were living

than a decade's worth of reports

Andres Perez s assets.

four women has been sentenced

bargaining rights for most public

has died Ed Zigo was 84

their dreams, friends say. retiring

on shootings.

employees despite noisy protests
inside the Capitol that have gone

said Tuesday that he died Jan. 19

on for a week

of cancer at his Lynbrook. NY

Fitzgerald said Republicans
were elected to lead the

and sailing around the world.

His wife. Eileen Brunelli-Zigo.

The four were killed by Somali
pirates on Tuesday.

home, surrounded by his family.

State Supreme Justice Emily

where to bury him. His estranged

Tuesday in Lowell Superior

more than 800 instances since

wife wants his body brought back

Court after pleading to suf-

1997 where officers fired at civil-

to Venezuela. His mistress wants

ficient facts to the most serious

him buried in Miami.

charge against him. intent to

ians They will include details

deep cuts to state spending, and

Brave. Kind"

Mass at St. Monka Catholic

on famous cases like the 1999

support from constituents in
their home districts and around
the nation and are determined
to make a reform that he said

a hunch and ended up catch-

what has happened to his

Torgerson says the parish is

lesser-known cases in which no

papers, art and memorabilia.

heartbroken at the deaths of the

one was hit.

His estranged wife's attorney

couple, who had been delivering

ing the killer.

Now they're arguing about

shooting of Amadou Diallo and

Church in Santa Monica.

Yonkers. NY., home in 1977on

Bibles to remote areas.
The self-proclaimed Son
Also killed were Bob Riggle

The release follows a law-

says the items are being hid-

stored for safekeeping.

defense and continued the case

and Phyllis Macay of Seattle. A
friend from the Seattle Singles

made public, but other details

dead and seven others criti-

Yacht Club says the two were

like addresses will be left off.

all Perez's assets frozen and

cally wounded.

doing what they loved, but that it

Identifying information on wit-

appointed a curator to take

was small comfort.

nesses will vary.

an inventory.

Tuesday's session
-Scott Bauer (AP)

The names of officers will be

A Miami judge has ordered

Berkowitz said he was ordered
-Christina Hoag and George
Tibbits (AP)

his neighbor's dog
Zigo retired from the NYPD
in 1982.
-Colleen Long (AP)

On the most serious charge,
the judge agreed with the

that left seven young people

to kill by a demon who possessed

guilty to six lesser charges.

mistress claim they are being

a string of handgun assaults

to the Assembly floor to begin

dence to convict He pleaded

Liberties Union

check for years.

his colleagues before they came

battery, acknowledging that
prosecutors have enough evi-

den. But attorneys for the

would keep the states budget in

conference in front of dozens of

commit indecent assault and

suit by the New York Civil

of Sam took responsibility for

Fitzgerald spoke at a news

James Marzilli was sentenced

reports will be made public on

Scott Adam during morning

He said lawmakers were getting

years of probation.

since he died Dec 25 about

every sense of the word Strong.

Zigo went to Berkowitz s

to three months in jail and five

Goodman's decision means

Assembly in November to make
they will deliver on that pledge.

time mistress have been arguing

recalled yacht owners Jean and

Monsignor Lloyd Torgerson

She says he was "a man in

His estranged wile and long-

The judge threw out the

The judge also said he would

NYPD's argument that the

decide later Tuesday whether

reports would give up con-

to place Perez's body in a crypt

fidential investigative tech-

temporarily while the burial

niques and create a chilling

feud is settled.

effect on witnesses.

-Curt Anderson (AP)

without a finding for three years,
meaning the charge could eventually be dismissed.
Marzilli. an Arlington
Democrat, was charged in 2008
with making sexually explicit
remarks to four women in Lowell
and attempting to sexually touch
one of them.
After his arrest. Marzilli was
treated at a psychiatric hospital
-Denise Lavoie (AP)

3rd St. Petersburg, Fla.,
officer killed this year
$100,000 offered for information on shooter
By Tamara Lush
The Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
— Police searched Tuesday
for the gunman who shot a
policeman to death — the
city's third officer to be
gunned down in less than a
month — sealing off dozens
of blocks near the Tampa Bay
Rays baseball stadium.
Officer David Crawford, a
25-yeai veteran of the force,
was shot around 10:30 p.m.
Monday as he was investigating a report of a suspicious person. In January,
two officers were slain serving a warrant.
"This has been very
painful for us," a subdued Police Chief Chuck
Harmon said at an afternoon news conference.
Mayor Bill Foster was
more blunt.
"This city has been through
hell." he said. "Our hearts
are broken."
St. Petersburg police said
the shooting happened after
twt) officers were called to
a neighborhood just south
of Tropicana Field to investigate a report of a prowler.
Crawford, 46, spotted a
suspect and got out of his

vehicle. At 10:37 p.m., another officer. Donald ). Ziglar.
reported an exchange of
gunfire and told dispatchers
an officer was down.
Ziglar found Crawford
lying on the pavement near
his cruiser, police said. He
had been shot multiple times
at close range. Officials said
Crawford was not wearing a
bullet proof vest.
" Blood, it was everywhere,"
said Michael Poncedeleon.
a resident who saw the
shooting, lold TV station
Bay News 9.
"Everybody was so emotional, all the cops were
screaming," he said.
Officers
gathered at
Bayfront Medical Center and
saluted as a white van carried Crawford's body out of
the hospital.
HyTuesdaymorning.SWAT
teams, a helicopter, dozens
of law enforcement and dogs
were searching for the gunman. There was no evidence
that the suspect was injured
during the gunfire exchange,
Chief Harmon said.
There was little evidence
for police to scrutinize. The
suspect left behind his shoes
— a pair of Nike flip-flops
— and witnesses gave detec-

tives a vague description of
a young man wearing dark
shorts and white socks.
Pinellas County Schools
announced that a middle
school and two elementary
schools near the scene were
closed and students sent to
attend nearby schools. An
entire swath of the city
was inaccessible to traffic;
Harmon said the department will keep the perimeter "until we knock on
every door."
The FBI, the St. Petersburg
Police and other groups
also were offering a reward
of $100,000 for information
leading to the identification
and arrest of the suspect.
"We're concerned about
our officers' safety and
the community's safety,"
11,1111 ii ii i said.

The Tampa Bay area has
had six officers shot to death
in the line of duty in the last
two years.
Monday's shooting happened about four miles from
where the two officers were
gunned down in lanuary.
Officers Jeffrey A. Yaslowitz
and Thomas Baitinger were
killed as they helped serve a
warrant on a man with a long
criminal history.

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)—
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Jefferson's books found in
Mo. university library
News of the discovered books was released on Presidents Day
By Heather HolUngsworth

Ellen Coolidge's grandfather the bottom of some pages so
helped oversee her schtxiling that when the books were
when she lived at his moun- bound, the pages would be
taintop estate at Monticello placed in the correct order.
when she was a teenager and One way Jefferson marked
his books was to place a
young aduh.
She was eager to acquire small "T" in front of one of
some of her grandfather's the "I" signature, which was
books, and her husband wrote significant because T" is "J"
her brother-in-law, Nicholas in the Latin alphabet.
Trist, and told him what they
"It was a little bit of detecwanted him to buy them at tive work," said Anne
the auction. They were partic- Posega. head of special
ularly interested in books that collections at Washington
contained Jefferson's notes or University Libraries.
other marks.
Jefferson scholars traveled
"My dear N. —I beg you to to St. Louis last week and
interest yourself in my behalf spent three days confirming
in relation to the books; the books had belonged to the
remember that his library former president. They never
will not be sold again, and imagined they would find the
that all the memorials of T.J. books in one place.
for myself and children, and
"1 think the assumption was
friends, must be secured now! either they were with the famThis is the last chance!" the ily or dispersed." Tay said.
letter reads.
Among the significant finds
Two researchers, Ann Lucas is an architectural book that
Birle and Endrina Tay, began Jefferson consulted when he
searching for what became designed the University of
of the couple's library last Virginia. Jefferson didn't write
year. The researchers' big in his books as much as some
break came in October, when of his contemporaries, but his
they learned the Coolidges' handwriting is clearly visible
daughter and son-in-law had in the book. In another book,
a relationship with one of they found a small scrap of
the founders of Washington paper with Greek notes in
University and donated the Jefferson's hand.
books to the school.
A few of the volumes have
In the hand-pressed been placed on display, and
books that were common in the school is welcoming
Jefferson's day, printers would Jefferson scholars to review
place the letters of the alpha- the newly discovered books.
bet — called signatures — at But the search is far from over.

The Associated Press

Dozens of Thomas Jefferson's
books, some including handwritten notes from the nation's
third president, have been
found in the rare books collection at Washington University
in St. Louis.
Now, historians are poring
through the 69 newly discovered books and five others the
school already knew about,
and librarians are searching
the collection for more volumes that may have belonged
to the founding father.
Even if no other Jeffersonowned books are found, the
school's collection of 74 books
is the third largest in the nation
after the library of Congress
and the University of Virginia.
"It is so out of the blue
and pretty amazing," said
Washington University's rare
books curator Erin Davis of the
discovery that was announced
on President's Day.
The books were among
about 3,000 that were donated to the school in 1880
after the death of Jefferson's
granddaughter, Ellen Wayles
Randolph Coolidge, and her
husband. Joseph Coolidge.
There was no indication
at the time that any of them
had belonged to Jefferson.
But it rums out that two and
a half years after Jefferson's
1826 death, his library of 1,600
books was sold to settle debts.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
FOR FALL 2011

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

II I I

COLUMBIA
COURTS
903-93S Thurstin
' 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished , • Starting at ■■fcgg"
<
4-UHWM
^rm°™
• On-site laundry
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

HEINZ APTS
451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
• Starting at -^
'
-•- utilities
> On-site laundry
• Air Conditioning
' Fireplace, Microwave.
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
1
Plenty of parking

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE
506 & 514 N. Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
• Starting at -^ t9oo} + utilities
«£Jr*o»»;
■ On-site laundry
• Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace. Microwave.
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours
Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30 I Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

i

445 E Wooster SI
Bowling Green OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbriarrentals com

Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm
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WORLD BRIEFS
Police say
dog thief kills
Honduran pastor
TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras
(AP) - Honduran authorities say
an evangelical pastor has been
shot to death resisting a gunman
who tried to steal his dogs

an emergency meeting for late
Tuesday on Libya s bloody antigovernment protests and the
country's ambassador, who sup-

Neighbors tell police the
dogs ran home after the shooting in the northern city of San
Pedro Sula.

Gadhafi's crackdown on civilian

Police are looking for two
suspects Monday.

the Libyan regime to stop the

The 41-year-old pastor was
prominent in The Latin American
Network of Christian Lawyers

ALGIERS. Algeria (AP)
- Algeria's Cabinet on Tuesday
approved a plan to lift a state of
emeigency that has been in place
for 19 years

UNITED NATIONS-The
UN Security Council called

Security Minister Oscar
Alvarez says witnesses say
the assailant got out of a car
and tried to snatch the two
schnauzers from pastor Carlos
Marroquin. He says the gunman
fired when Marroquin refused to
release the dogs.

A schnauzer can cost $500 in
Honduras, where the minimum
monthly salary is $311

WIRE

Algeria says it will
lift its state of
emergency

Council to meet
late Tuesday on
Libya violence

ports Moammar Gadhafi. said
he will speak - not his deputy
who has called for the Libyan
leader to step down.
Western nations are urging
the U.N.s most powerlul body
to demand an immediate end to
protestors and to strongly condemn the attacks.
"We want a clear message to
violence and to respect human
rights and to protect the civilians.™
said Germany's UN Ambassador
is serving a two-year term on
the council "That's what we are

efficient on the ground"
But in a lengthy televised
speech before the council meeting, Gadhafi vowed to keep lighting to his "last drop of blood" and
urged his supporters to take to
the streets, setting the stage for
even more deadly violence

SANAA. Yemen - The
Yemeni army arrested an al-

Kosovo's parliment
chooses country's
president
PRISTINA. Kosovo (AP)

Countries rush to
evacuate citizens
from Libya
ANKARA. Turkey

- Kosovo parliament has elected

- Governments scrambled by air

Oaida leader following a shoot-

businessman Behojet Pacolli as

and sea to pick up their citizens

out with security forces that

the country's new president.

stranded by Libya s bloody

killed three soldiers and two

The 59-year-old Pacolli

unrest on Tuesday, with thou-

civilians, the country's embassy in

received 62 votes, with 4 votes

sands of Turks crowding into

Washington said.

against. Only 67 out of 120 law-

a stadium to await evacuation

makers were present as most

and Egyptians gathering at the

lenges Yemeni President Ali

of the opposition members

border to escape the chaos.

The move is seen as a bid to
defuse spiraling and potentially
dangerous discontent in Algeria
amid successive uprisings in the
Arab world.

Abdullah Saleh. a key US,illy.

walked out Tuesday in protest

faces in battling al-Qaida in the

over his nomination

It comes after protesters in
Tunisia and Egypt toppled their
longtime presidents in massive
street demonstrations, and as
Libya continues to wage a bloody
crackdown on protesters there

The state of emergency was
declared in the early 1990s as
Algeria descended into a civil
war between Islamists and
government forces, a yearslong
battle that killed up to 200.000
people. Violence has tapered off.
and attacks by militants are now
only sporadic.

working for - something that is

Yemeni army
arrests al-Qaida
leader

The government had
already announced the plan,
but the Cabinet gave it formal
approval Tuesday.

The lifting has not yet taken
effect, and the enact date that
will happen is still unclear.

Peter Wittig. whose country

Wednesday. February 23 20113

The clash reflects the chal-

Arab world's poorest country

At least two airlines. British
Airways and Emirates, the Middle

Pacolli was elected on the

Easts largest, said they were can-

Governor Naji bin Ali al-

third attempt, after failing to

celing flights to Tripoli, as repoits

Zayedi of Marib province said

secure at least 80 votes in the

spread that bodies of ;i-

Tuesday that the clash began

first two rounds of Tuesday vot-

littered the streets of neighbor-

when troops stopped a car at a

ing as required by law.

hoods in the capital.

checkpoint to ask for identifica-

He is the country's second

tion and the passengers opened

president since Kosovo seceded

a warship, the HMS CumbeHand.

fire. A firefight ensued, killing

from Serbia in 2008.

off the Libyan coast in readiness

three soldiers and two civilians.
Nine others were injured.
A statement from the Yemeni
embassy said the army arrested

Pacolli signed a coalition deal
with incumbent Prime Minister
Hashim Thaci's who is to present
his cabinet later today.

Britain said it was redeploying

for a possible sea-borne evacuation of British citizens stuck in
the north African count-.
Foreign Secretary William Hague

Mohammed Abdallah Maouda,

said his country was also seeking

an al-Qaida fugitive and member

to send a charter flight to Libya

of a terror cell that had targeted

but the plane nad yet to receive

and killed Yemeni security per-

the necessary permission to land.

sonnel. The statement said the

-Selcan Hacaoglu (AP)

shoot-out took place Sunday
-Ahmed Al-Haj (AP)

-Edith M Lederer(AP)

Libya: Gadhafi vows to
fight on, die a martyr
Leader speaks out against protestors while his country is in turmoil
By Maggie Michel and Sarah
EICW.
The Associated Press

CAIRO — Libyan leader
Moammar Gadhafi vowed to
fight on to his "last drop of
blood" and roared at his supporters to lake to the streets
against protesters in a furious, fist-pounding speech
TUesday after two nights of
bloodshed in the capital as
his forces tried to crush the
uprising that has fragmented
his regime.
Gadhafi's call portended
a new round of mayhem in
the capital of 2 million people.
The night before, residents
described a rampage by proregime militiamen, who shot
on sight anyone found in the
streets and opened fire from
speeding vehicles at people
watching from windows of
their homes. Tuesday morning, bodies still lay strewn in
some streets.
Gunshots in celebration
were heard after Gadhafi's
speech, aired on state TV and
on a screen to several hundred supporters in Tripoli's
central Green Square, witnesses said.
Swathed in brown robes
and a turban, the country's
leader for nearly 42 years
spoke from behind a podium
in the entrance of his bombed-

out Tripoli residence hit by
U.S. airstrikes in the 1980s
and left unrepaired as a symbol of defiance.
At times the camera
panned back to show the
outside of the building and
its towering monument of a
gold-colored fist crushing an
American fighter jet. But the
view also gave a surreal image
of Gadhafi, shouting and waving his arms wildly ail alone in
a broken-down lobby with no
audience, surrounded by torn
tiles dangling from the ceiling, shattered concrete pillars
and bare plumbing pipes.
"Libya wants glory, Libya
wants to be at the pinnacle, at
the pinnacle of the world," he
proclaimed, pounding his fist
on the podium. "I am a fighter,
a revolutionary from tents... I
will die as a martyr at the end,"
he said, vowing to fight "to my
last drop of blood."
Gadhafi depicted the protesters as misguided youths,
who had been given drugs
and money by a "small, sick
group" to attack police and
government buildings. He
said the uprising was fomented by "bearded men" — a reference to Islamic fundamentalists — and Libyans living
abroad. 1 le called on supporters to take to the streets to
attack protesters.
"You men and women who

A
Sew Construction

6-Bedrooms
3-Bathrooms
Laundry
Dishwasher

Open Floor Plan
Hardwood/Tile Flooring
Pool Table
Free Internet
'Free 52" flat screen TV
- if lease signed by Feb.28
419-308-2456
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VILLAGE
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• Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 *
• Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases •
« Minutes from BGSU*
• Pet friendly community •
a Heat included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

843 Sixth St.
320 Elm St.
525 E. Merry

love Gadhafi... get out of your
homes and fill the streets," he
said. "Leave your homes and
attack them in their lairs."
"The police cordons will be
lifted, go out and fight them,"
he said, urging youth to form
local committees across the
country "for the defense
of the revolution and the
defense of Gadhafi."
"Forward, forward, forward!" he barked at the
speech's conclusion, pumping both fists in the air as he
stormed away from the podium. He was kissed by about
a dozen supporters, some in
security force uniforms. Then
he climbed into a golf cart-like
vehicle and puttered away.
The turmoil in the capital escalates a week of protests and bloody clashes in
Libya's eastern cities that
have shattered Gadhafi's
grip on the nation.
Many cities in the east
appeared to be under the
control of protesters after
units of Gadhafi's army
defected. Protesters in the
east claimed to hold several
oil fields and facilities and
said they were protecting
them against damage or vandalism. The regime has been
hit by a string of defect ionsby
ambassadors abroad, including its UN. delegation, and a
few officials at home.
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UKgoverment:
Adoption policy
must be colorblind

Peanuts are
one of the
ingredients in
dynamite

Over-representation of minorities in system
shows a need to disregard race in adoption
By David Stringer
The Associated Press

LONDON (AP)—Race should
no longer be a key criteria for
social workers seeking adoptive families for children in
care, Britain's government
said Tuesday — stressing that the priority must
instead be to find a child a
new home quickly.
Education
Secretary
Michael Gove, who was himsell adopted, said that for too
long sensitivities about ethnicity had complicated efforts to
place black and ethnic minority children, meaning they
wait far longer than white children for a permanent home.
Issuing new advice to
those working on adoptions,
(iove moved Britain closer in
line to European neighbors
— who largely disregard a
child's ethnicity.
Dismissing
critics
—
which include the National
Association of Black Social
Workers in the I Inited States
— who insist ethnicity must
be a concern when matching
a child to adoptive parents, he

i-i.wir.MciH.il
Campus Location
1432WoosterSt.

said "politically correct attitudes and ridiculous bureaucracy " had left officials loo
reluctant to authorize interracial adoptions.
"As a result children from
ethnic minority backgrounds
languishincareforlongerthan
other kids and are denied the
opportunities they deserve,"
said Gove. "This misguided
nonsense punishes those
who most need our help and
that is why this government is
sweeping it away."
He claimed difficulties
in placing ethnic minority
children — who are overrepresented in Britain's
care system — had led to
a decline in the country's
adoption rate, figures show
.1,200 children were placed
for adoption in the U.K. last
year, down by about 100 on
the previous 12 months.
Will Gooper, a 30-year-old
born to an Iranian father
and English mother, was
adopted by a white English
family as an infant. He said
his adoptive parents made
him aware of his ethnicity, but that it didn't have an
impact on his upbringing.
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Wis. Assembly
leader vows to pass
anti-union bill

NYC detective who
caught Son of Sam
in 1970s dies

Friends mourn 4
US yachters killed
by pirates

Judge rules NYPD
must turn over
shooting reports

New dispute over
ex-Venezuelan
president's assets

Ex-politician gets
3-month sentence
for harassment

MADISON. Wis- Wisconsin
Assembly Speaker Jeff Fitzgerald
says the Republican-led chamber
will pass a bill cutting collective
bargaining rights for most public
employees despite noisy protests
inside the Capitol that have gone
on for a week

NEW YORK-The detective
who cracked the notorious Son
of Sam case in the 1970s and
arrested killer David Berkowitz
has died. Ed Zigo was 64.

SANTA MONICA. Calif.-An
adventurous quartet of yacht
enthusiasts from California and
Washington state were living
their dreams, friends say. retiring
and sailing around the wodd.

NEW YORK (AP)-A New
York City judge has ruled that
the NYPD must hand over more
than a decade's worth of reports
on shootings.

MIAMI - A new dispute has
erupted in Florida over former
Venezuelan President Carlos
Andres Perez's assets.

LOWELL. Mass. (AP)-A former Massachusetts state senator
charged with sexually harassing
four women has been sentenced
to three months in jail and five
years of probation.

Fitzgerald said Republicans
were elected to lead the
Assembly in November to make
deep cuts to state spending, and
they will deliver on that pledge.
He said lawmakers were getting
support from constituents in
their home districts and around
the nation and are determined
to make a reform that he said
would keep the state's budget in
check for years.
Fitzgerald spoke at a news
conference in front of dozens of
his colleagues before they came
to the Assembly floor to begin
Tuesday s session.
-Scott Bauer (AP)

His wife. Eileen Brunelli-Zigo.
said Tuesday that he died Jan. 19
of cancer at his Lynbrook, NY
home, surrounded by his family.

The four were killed by Somali
pirates on Tuesday.
Monsignor Lloyd Torgerson
recalled yacht owners Jean and
Scott Adam during morning
Mass at St. Monica Catholic
Church in Santa Monica
Torgerson says the parish is
heartbroken at the deaths of the
couple, who had been delivering
Bibles to remote areas.

She says he was "a man in
every sense of the word Strong.
Brave Kind"
Zigo went to Berkowitz s
Yonkers. NY., home in 1977on
a hunch and ended up catching the killer.
The self-proclaimed Son
of Sam took responsibility for
a string of handgun assaults
that left seven young people
dead and seven others critically wounded.

Now they're arguing about
what has happened to his
papers, art and memorabilia.
His estranged wife's attorney
says the items are being hidden. But attorneys for the
mistress claim they are being
stored for safekeeping.

The release follows a lawsuit by the New York Civil
Liberties Union.

Also killed were Bob Riggle
and Phyllis Macay of Seattle. A
friend from the Seattle Singles
Yacht Club says the two were
doing what they loved, but that it
was small comfort.

Berkowitz said he was ordered
to kill by a demon who possessed
his neighbor's dog

His estranged wife and longtime mistress have been arguing
since he died Dec. 25 about
where to bury him. His estranged
wife wants his body brought back
to Venezuela His mistress wants
him buried in Miami

State Supreme Justice Emily
Goodman's decision means
reports will be made public on
more than 800 instances since
1997 where officers fired at civilians. They will include details
on famous cases like the 1999
shooting of Amadou Dialko and
lesser-known cases in which no
one was hit.

The names of officers will be
made public, but other details
like addresses will be left off.
Identifying information on witnesses will vary.

-Christina Hoag and George
Tibbits (AP>

A Miami judge has ordered
all Perez's assets frozen and
appointed a curator to take
an inventory.
The judge also said he would
decide later Tuesday whether
to place Perez's body in a crypt
temporarily while the burial
feud is settled.

The judge threw out the
NYPD's argument that the
reports would give up confidential investigative techniques and create a chilling
effect on witnesses.

Zigo retired from the NYPD
in 1982.
-Colleen Long (AP)

-Curt Anderson (AP)

James Marzilli was sentenced
Tuesday in Lowell Superior
Court after pleading to sufficient facts to the most serious
charge against him. intent to
commit indecent assault and
battery, acknowledging that
prosecutors have enough evidence to convict. He pleaded
guilty to six lesser charges.
On the most serious charge,
the judge agreed with the
defense and continued the case
without a finding for three years,
meaning the charge could eventually be dismissed.
Marzilli. an Adington
Democrat, was charged in 2008
with making sexually explicit
remarks to four women in Lowell
and attempting to sexually touch
one of them.
After his arrest. Marzilli was
treated at a psychiatric hospital.
-Demse Lavoie (AP)

3rd St. Petersburg, Fla.,
officer killed this year

Jefferson's books found in
Mo. university library

$100,000 offered for information on shooter
By Tamara Lush
The Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
— Police searched Tuesday
for the gunman who shot a
policeman to death — the
city's third officer to be
gunned down in less than a
month — sealing off dozens
of blocks near the Tampa Bay
Rays baseball stadium.
Officer David Crawford, a
25-year veteran of the force,
was shot around 10:30 p.m.
Monday as he was investigating a report of a suspicious person. In lanuary,
two officers were slain serving a warrant.
"This has been very
painful for us," a subdued Police Chief Chuck
Harmon said at an afternoon news conference.
Mayor Bill Foster was
more blunt.
"This city has been through
hell," he said. "Our hearts
are broken."
St. Petersburg police said
the shooting happened after
two officers were called to
a neighborhood just south
of Tropicana Field to investigate a report of a prowler.
Crawford, 46, spotted a
suspect and got out of his

vehicle. At 10:37 p.m., another officer, Donald J. Ziglar,
reported an exchange of
gunfire and told dispatchers
an officer was down.
Ziglar found Crawford
lying on the pavement near
his cruiser, police said. He
had been shot multiple times
at close range. Officials said
Crawford was not wearing a
bullet proof vest.
"Blood, it was everywhere,"
said Michael Poncedeleon,
a resident who saw the
shooting, told TV station
Bay News 9.
"Everybody was so emotional, all the cops were
screaming," he said.
Officers gathered at
Bayfront Medical Center and
saluted as a white van carried Crawford's body out of
the hospital.
ByTuesdaymorning,SWAT
teams, a helicopter, dozens
of law enforcement and dogs
were searching for the gunman. There was no evidence
that the suspect was injured
during the gunfire exchange,
Chief Harmon said.
There was little evidence
for police to scrutinize. The
suspect left behind his shoes
— a pair of Nike flip-flops
— and witnesses gave detec-

tives a vague description of
a young man wearing dark
shorts and white socks.
Pinellas County Schools
announced that a middle
school and two elementary
schools near the scene were
closed and students sent to
attend nearby schools. An
entire swath of the city
was inaccessible to traffic;
Harmon said the department will keep the perimeter "until we knock on
every door."
The FBI, the St. Petersburg
Police and other groups
also were offering a reward
of $100,000 for information
leading to the identification
and arrest of the suspect.
"We're concerned about
our officers' safety and
the community's safety,"
Harmon said.
The Tampa Bay area has
had six officers shot to death
in the line of duty in the last
two years.
Monday's shooting happened about four miles from
where the two officers were
gunned down in lanuary.
Officers Jeffrey A. Yaslowitz
and Thomas Baitinger were
killed as they helped serve a
warrant on a man with a long
criminal history.
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"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

The Associated Press

Dozens of Thomas Jefferson's
books, some including handwritten notes from the nation's
third president, have been
found in the rare books collection at Washington University
in St. Louis.
Now, historians are poring
through the 69 newly discovered books and five others the
school already knew about,
and librarians are searching
the collection for more volumes that may have belonged
to the founding father.
Even if no other Jeffersonowned books are found, the
school's collection of 74 books
is the third largest in the nation
after the Library of Congress
and the University of Virginia
"It is so out of the blue
and pretty amazing," said
Washington University's rare
books curator Erin Davis of the
discoverythat was announced
on President's Day.
The books were among
about 3,000 that were donated to the school in 1880
after the death of Jefferson's
granddaughter, Ellen Wayles
Randolph Coolidge, and her
husband, Joseph Coolidge.
There was no indication
at the time that any of them
had belonged to Jeffersoa
But it turns out that two and
a half years after Jefferson's
1826 death, his library of 1,600
books was sold to settle debts.

Ellen Coolidge's grandfather
helped oversee her schooling
when she lived at his mountaintop estate at Monticello
when she was a teenager and
young aduh.
She was eager to acquire
some of her grandfather's
books, and her husband wrote
her brother-in-law, Nicholas
Trist, and told him what they
wanted him to buy them at
the auction. They were particularly interested in books that
contained Jefferson's notes or
other marks.
"My dear N. —I beg you to
interest yourself in my behalf
in relation to the books:
remember that his library
will not be sold again, and
that all the memorials of T.J.
for myself and children, and
friends, must be secured now!
This is the last chance!" the
letter reads.
Two researchers, Ann Lucas
Birle and Endrina Tay, began
searching for what became
of the couple's library last
year. The researchers' big
break came in October, when
they learned the Coolidges'
daughter and son-in-law had
a relationship with one of
the founders of Washington
University and donated the
books to the school.
In the hand-pressed
books that were common in
Jefferson's day, printers would
place the letters of the alphabet — called signatures — at

the bottom of some pages so
that when the books were
bound, the pages would be
placed in the correct order.
One way Jefferson marked
his books was to place a
small "T" in front of one of
the "I" signature, which was
significant because "I" is "J"
in the Latin alphabet.
"It was a little bit of detective work," said Anne
Posega, head of special
collections at Washington
University Libraries.
Jefferson scholars traveled
to St. Louis last week and
spent three days confirming
the books had belonged to the
former president. They never
imagined they would find the
books in one place.
"I think the assumption was
either they were with the family or dispersed," Tay said.
Among the significant finds
is an architectural book that
Jefferson consulted when he
designed the University of
Virginia Jefferson didn't write
in his books as much as some
of his contemporaries, but his
handwriting is dearly visible
in the book. In another book,
they found a small scrap of
paper with Greek notes in
Jefferson's hand
A few of the volumes have
been placed on display, and
the school is welcoming
Jefferson scholars to review
the newly discovered books.
But the search is far from over.
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WORLD BRIEFS
Police say
dog thief kills
Honduran pastor

Council to meet
late Tuesday on
Libya violence

TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras
(AP) - Honduran authorities say
an evangelical pastor has been
shot to death resisting a gunman
who tried to steal his dogs.

UNITED NATIONS-The
U.N Security Council called
an emergency meeting for late
Tuesday on Libya's bloody antigovernment protests and the
country's ambassador, who supports Moammar Gadhafi, said
he will speak - not his deputy
who has called for the Libyan
leader to step down

Security Minister Oscar
Alvarez says witnesses say
the assailant got out of a car
and tried to snatch the two
schnauzers from pastor Carlos
Marroquin. He says the gunman
fired when Marroquin refused to
release the dogs.
Neighbors tell police the
dogs ran home after the shooting in the northern city of San
Pedro Sula.
Police are looking for two
suspects Monday
A schnauzer can cost $500 in
Honduras, where the minimum
monthly salary is $311.
The 41-year-old pastor was
prominent in The Latin American
Network of Christian Lawyers.

Western nations are urging
the UN's most powerful body
to demand an immediate end to
Gadhafis crackdown on civilian
protestors and to strongly condemn the attacks.
"We want a clear message to
the Libyan regime to stop the
violence and to respect human
rights and to protect the civilians."
said Germany's U.N. Ambassador
Peter Wittig. whose country
is serving a two-year term on
the council. "That's what we are
working for - something that is
efficient on the ground."
But in a lengthy televised
speech before the council meeting. Gadhafi vowed to keep lighting to his "last drop of blood" and
urged his supporters to take to
the streets, setting the stage for
even more deadly violence*
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Algeria says it will
lift its state of
emergency
ALGIERS. Algeria (AP)
- Algeria's Cabinet on Tuesday
approved a plan to lift a state of
emergency that has been in place
for 19 years.
The government had
already announced the plan,
but the Cabinet gave it formal
approval Tuesday.
The move is seen as a bid to
defuse spiraling and potentially
dangerous discontent in Algeria
amid successive uprisings in the
Arab world.
It comes after protesters in
Tunisia and Egypt toppled their
longtime presidents in massive
street demonstrations, and as
Libya continues to wage a bloody
crackdown on protesters there.
The lifting has not yet taken
effect, and the exact date that
will happen is still unclear.
The state of emergency was
declared in the early 1990s as
Algeria descended into a civil
war between Islamists and
government forces, a yearslong
battle that killed up to 200.000
people Violence has tapered off.
and attacks by militants are now
only sporadic.

Yemeni army
arrests al-Qaida
leader

Kosovo's parliment
chooses country's
president

SANAA. Yemen-The
Yemeni army arrested an alQaida leader following a shootout with security forces that
killed three soldiers and two
civilians, the country's embassy in
Washington said.

PRISTINA. Kosovo (AP)
- Kosovo parliament has elected
businessman Behgjet Pacolli as
the countrys new president.
The 59-year-old Pacolli
received 62 votes, with 4 votes
against. Only 67 out of 120 lawmakers were present as most
of the opposition members
walked out Tuesday in protest
over his nomination.

The clash reflects the challenges Yemeni President Ali
Abdullah Saleh. a key US. airy,
faces in battling al-Qaida in the
Arab world's poorest country.

Pacolli was elected on the
third attempt, after failing to
secure at least 80 votes in the
first two rounds of Tuesday voting as required by law.

Governor Naji bin Ali alZayedi of Manb province said
Tuesday that the clash began
when troops stopped a car at a
checkpoint to ask for identification and the passengers opened
fire. A firelight ensued, killing
three soldiers and two civilians.
Nine others were injured

He is the countrys second
president since Kosovo seceded
from Serbia in 2008.
Pacolli signed a coalition deal
with incumbent Prime Minister
Hashim Thaci's who is to present
his cabinet later today.

A statement from the Yemeni
embassy said the army arrested
Mohammed Abdallah Maouda.
an al-Qaida fugitive and member
of a terror cell that had targeted
and killed Yemeni secunty personnel. The statement said the
shoot-out took place Sunday

Countries rush to
evacuate citizens
from Libya
ANKARA. Turkey
- Governments scrambled by air
and sea to pick up their citizens
stranded by Libya's bloody
unrest on Tuesday, with thousands of Turks crowding into
a stadium to await evacuation
and Egyptians gathering at the
border to escape the chaos.
At least two airlines. British
Airways and Emirates, the Middle
Easts largest, said they were canceling flights to Tripoli, as reports
spread that bodies of protesters
littered the streets of neighborhoods in the capital.
Britain said it was redeploying
a warship, the HMS Cumberland,
off the Libyan coast in readiness
for a possible sea-borne evacuation of British citizens stuck in
the north African country. British
Foreign Secretary William Hague
said his country was also seeking
to send a charter flight to Libya
but the plane had yet to receive
the necessary permission to land
-Selcan Hacaoglu (AP)

-Ahmed Al-Haj (AP)

-Edith M.Lederer(AP)

Libya: Gadhafi vows to
fight on, die a martyr
Leader speaks out against protestors while his country is in turmoil
By MaggiaMkhaal and Sarah

EIDaab
The Associated Press

CAIRO — Libyan leader
Moammar Gadhafi vowed to
fight on to his "last drop of
blood" and roared at his supporters to take to the streets
against protesters in a furious, fist-pounding speech
Tuesday after two nights of
bloodshed in the capital as
his forces tried to crush the
uprising that has fragmented
his regime.
Gadhafi's call portended
a new round of mayhem in
the capital of 2 million people.
The night before, residents
described a rampage by proregime militiamen, who shot
on sight anyone found in the
streets and opened fire from
speeding vehicles at people
watching from windows of
their homes. Tuesday morning, bodies still lay strewn in
some streets.
Gunshots in celebration
were heard after Gadhafi's
speech, aired on state TV and
on a screen to several hundred supporters in Tripoli's
central Green Square, witnesses said.
Swathed in brown robes
and a turban, the country's
leader for nearly 42 years
spoke from behind a podium
in the entrance of his bombed-

out Tripoli residence hit by
U.S. airstrikes in the 1980s
and left unrepaired as a symbol of defiance.
At times the camera
panned back to show the
outside of the building and
its towering monument of a
gold-colored fist crushing an
American fighter jet. But the
view also gave a surreal image
of Gadhafi, shouting and waving his arms wildly all alone in
a broken-down lobby with no
audience, surrounded by torn
tiles dangling from the ceiling, shattered concrete pillars
and bare plumbing pipes.
"Libya wants glory, Libya
wants to be at the pinnacle, at
the pinnacle of the world." he
proclaimed, pounding his fist
on the podium." I am a fighter,
a revolutionary from tents... I
will die as a martyr at the end,"
he said, vowing to fight "to my
last drop of blood."
Gadhafi depicted the protesters as misguided youths,
who had been given drugs
and money by a "small, sick
group" to attack police and
government buildings. He
said the uprising was fomented by "bearded men" — a reference to Islamic fundamentalists — and Libyans living
abroad. He called on supporters to take to the streets to
attack protesters.
"You men and women who

love Gadhafi... get out of your
homes and fill the streets," he
said. "Leave your homes and
attack them in their lairs."
"The police cordons will be
lifted, go out and fight them,"
he said, urging youth to form
local committees across the
country "for the defense
of the revolution and the
defense of Gadhafi."
"Forward, forward, forward!" he barked at the
speech's conclusion, pumping both fists in the air as he
stormed away from the podium. He was kissed by about
a dozen supporters, some in
security force uniforms. Then
he climbed into a golf cart-like
vehicle and puttered away.
The turmoil in the capital escalates a week of protests and bloody clashes in
Libya's eastern cities that
have shattered Gadhafi's
grip on the nation.
Many cities in the east
appeared to be under the
control of protesters after
units of Gadhafi's army
defected. Protesters in the
east claimed to hold several
oil fields and facilities and
said they were protecting
them against damage or vandalism. The regime has been
hit by a string of defections by
ambassadors abroad, including its U.N. delegation, and a
few officials at home.
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shows a need to disregard race in adoption
By David Stringar
The Associated Press

LONDON (AP)—Race should
no longer be a key criteria for
social workers seeking adoptive families for children in
care, Britain's government
said Tuesday — stressing that the priority must
instead be to find a child a
new home quickly.
Education
Secretary
Michael Gove, who was himself adopted said that for too
long sensitivities about ethnicity had complicated efforts to
place black and ethnic minority children, meaning they
wait far longer than white children for a permanent home.
Issuing new advice to
those working on adoptions,
Gove moved Britain closer in
line to European neighbors
— who largely disregard a
child's ethnicity.
Dismissing
critics
—
which include the National
Association of Black Social
Workers in the United States
— who insist ethnicity must
be a concern when matching
a child to adoptive parents, he

said "politically correct attitudes and ridiculous bureaucracy" had left officials too
reluctant to authorize interracial adopdons.
"As a result children from
ethnic minority backgrounds
tanguishincareforlongerthan
other kids and are denied the
opportunities they deserve,"
said Gove. "This misguided
nonsense punishes those
who most need our help and
that is why this government is
sweeping it away."
He claimed difficulties
in placing ethnic minority
children — who are overrepresented in Britain's
care system — had led to
a decline in the country's
adoption rate. Figures show
3,200 children were placed
for adoption in the U.K. last
year, down by about 100 on
the previous 12 months.
Will Cooper, a 30-year-old
born to an Iranian father
and English mother, was
adopted by a white English
family as an infant. He said
his adoptive parents made
him aware of his ethnicity, but that it didn't have an
impact on his upbringing.
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"We still have some very old cards in circulation and cards with worn out
[magnetic] strips on them."
- Jean Coffield, BG1 Card manager on the new BG1 Card [see story, pg. 1]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is the best thing to do to prevent the flu?
' Wash your hands"

"Keep yourself
hydrated. Eat some
fruits and drink
some orange juice"

DERICK SMITH.
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

pening since 1976.

cy-related care and medical

On the left, we have Barbara care for newborns."
Rep. Owen Moore (D-WI)
Boxer (D-CA) calling this
action "an extreme attack on used financial reasoning
women's health that threat- to support "the ability of
ens the health and lives of women to plan parenthood,"
millions of women. It would public-ally remembering her
mean less family planning own experiences as an 18and more unplanned preg- year-old mother. Her entire
nancies and abortions."
pregnancy was supported by
The current situation can Medicaid — even the ambube described as a common- lance ride to the hospital
sense showdown; by trying to when she went into labor.
limit women's access to abor"Public policy has treated
tion without understanding poor children and women
the law, the religious right who have not had the bencould actually increase the efit of Planned Parenthood
number of abortions across with utter contempt," Rep.
the country.
Moore said.
While Planned Parenthood
So if less family planning
provides women accurate creates more needy families,
information about their legal how does that save money?
Rep. lackieSpeier (D-C^A) not
right to an abortion, they offer
a long list of other services, only defended abortion with a
guaranteeing healthy women personal testimony, but called
can have healthy babies when out the Republican "vendetta"
they are ready.
against Planned Parenthood.
The facilities counsel
"Now you may not like
women about birth control, Planned Parenthood, so be it.
from abstinence to contra- There's many on our side of the
ceptives. I lonest consulta- aisle whodon'tlike Halliburton.
tion about safer sex decreases And 1 lalliburton is responsible
unintended pregnancies.
for extortion, for bribery, for
But Planned Parenthood ten cases of misconduct in
does so much more. They the federal database, for a $7
give pelvic exams. They test billion sole-source contract.
for HIV and other sexually But do you see us. over here,
transmitted infections. They filing amendments to wipe
provide breast exams, preven- out funding for Halliburton?
tative of breast cancer, and No, because frankly, that
pap smears, the only way to would be irresponsible," Rep.
detect cervical cancer.
Speier said.
Patients can also get inferWomen have been pumtility.screeningsand testing for meled by an onslaught of antihigh blood pressure, anemia choice legislation. From the
and diabetes.
"No Taxpayer for Abortion Act"
Most importantly, recipi- to the "Protect Ufe Act" and
ents are charged based on a flood of state-specific legistheir income and ability to lation, including Ohio's very
pay — because some people own "Heartbeat Bill" there are
still believe health care is a obvious motives behind these
human right. Services are so-called budget cuts.
subsidized for those at or
While engaging in a war
below lot) percent of the fed- against women, and trying
eral poverty level.
to police women's sexualWhere will these indi- ity, Republicans have also
viduals go in a world with- declared class warfare on the
out Title X?
1.4 million Medicaid patients,
This is the most illogical both men and women, who
move the GOP has made thus regularly
use
Planned
far. By trying to forward their Parenthood services.
moral agenda, they're only
Hopefully the Senate will
deepening the existing eco- take a closer look at the data
nomic crisis.
and root their decision in
According to Planned reality, because if passed,
Parenthood, "each pub- the Pence Amendment will
lic dollar spent to provide not settle anything, except
family planning services maybe a score.
saves an estimated $3 that
would otherwise be spent in
Respond to Kale at
Medicaid costs for pregnanthenews&bgiiews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND

The recwd h< the nwst students

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at rbenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Have your own take on
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Sophomore.
Nursing

a question' Grve us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Facebook opens private
lives to public scrutiny
Users have to worry about employers seeing personal indiscretions
ByAacti lytr
The Columbia Spectator

have a few documents and
Now, however, the lines
interactions to present our between one's private life
Columbia University
best selves to hiring manag- and public life are being
College News Netcwk
blurred like never before.
ers and admissions officers.
In some ways, generations Anything private can so
1 turned 21 last week. It was past have had an easier time easily become public with a
a long time coming, more of presenting their best selves snap from a digital camera
than halfway through my to these Powers That Be. and the click of a mouse.
Growing up with AIM
senior year of college. It's a After all, in the days before
rite of passage in the lives of the Internet, the chances of chat rooms, text messages,
college students, to be sure, evidence from last night's Myspaces, and Facebooks,
celebrated in an infinite party making its way into the we've been told again and
number of ways. Sometimes, hands of employers or admis- again the importance of differentiating between inforthough, it's a rite of passage sions officers were small.
accompanied by pictures
No Google, no Facebook, mation we want to keep
most would never want no Twitter — just your resu- private and information we
future employers or school me' or personal statement. It want to make public.
When we were kids, it was
admission officers to see.
was a tradition of separate
We went through the pro- spheres, not privacy settings. about safety — addresses,
cess as high school seniors You could be a job candidate phone numbers — but as
and will probably go through or college applicant, spend- young adults, it's about image
it again as applicants to an ing your weekends reading —blog posts, photographs, stainternship, graduate school, (joethe or drinking yourself tuses, and comments. Anyone
or full-time job. We'll write into oblivion in bars — either could be looking or reading,
essays and cover letters, edit way, your personal life was so we must project a persona
resumes, network, and prac- probably going to stay per- that's likable and appropritice interview answers in sonal, while your office or ate—even if that persona isn't
the mirror, knowing we only classroom life stayed public.
necessarily ourselves.

Student advocates putting
health first in sex
After friend contracts STD, student gets tested
By Juan Lopez
The Ne/ada Sagebrush
Nevada State Urvveisty Reno
College News Network

1 remember losing my virginity like it was yesterday.
1 can't tell you the date,
but I can vividly recast the
struggles, embarrassment
and shame I felt while
going through the minuteslong ordeal.
But I survived.
Eventually, I made it to a
point where sex was a regular hobby of mine — so
much so that I had a few
pregnancy scares.
But I survived.
Sex was nothing to mc, and
I didn't take it seriously. I lence,
safe sex was as big an issue to
me as lustin Bieber's fashion
was — I couldn't care less
about it. I went around doing
my business and had little
care for the possible repercussions. Talks of Sexually
Transmitted Diseases were
foreign to me.
Then, two months ago, I got
a text message from one of my
old high school friends, and
never had 1 felt as scared when
it came to sexual matters.
"Hey man ... so I went to

the doctor the other day washing yourself after sex
to get a physical and get does not prevent contracting
checked and... I found out I an STD, there are more than
have an STD. Crazy man. I'm 20 kinds of STDs, and STDs
trying to treat it but I think like chlamydia can be treated
you should definitely get with antibiotics.
checked ASAP because you
But this knowledge scared
never know..." he wrote.
me even more.
I didn't know if he was going
When I started filling out
paperwork for the test, 1 could
to survive.
I realized that I was so feel my hands shaking from the
uneducated about STDs that anxiety attack 1 feh coming. A
1 thought any single one of coldsweat invaded myfiirehead
them could kill you — I know, when I answered inquiries like,
what an idiot.
"How many sexual partners
Despite being scared to have you had? When was the
the point that I contemplated last time you changed partners?
abstinence until marriage, I Do you use protection?"
was grateful for that "Wow, I
I'm not sure if it was her
just realized I'm pretty stupid" motherly nature, but the nurse
moment because it encour- who was helping me could tell
aged me to finally get an STD I was nervous.
test last Thursday.
"lust answer truthfully. No
All of the pick-up-on-girls- one's here to judge you," she
who-were-as-drunk-as-me, reassuringly said.
condom-free nights came to
Those few words helped me
the forefront of my mind. All calm i li ns n. take a step back
of the mornings I woke up and realize that I was doing a
thinking, "Man ... that really great thing by getting testhappened" were flashing ed. Yes, I have made a ton of
through my eyes as I walked sexual mistakes in my past
up to the University of Nevada, that I now regret, but getting
Reno Student I lealth Center.
this test was the first step in
When I walked in, I started helping me get back on the
reading up on STDs on my right track and think about
phone. I learned things like: my hearth above all else.
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■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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tizer with you at all

JAIRUS
CAMPBELL.
Sophomore.
Exercise Science

Does legal attack on Title X
violate women's freedom?

THE BG NEWS

"Keep hand sani-

constantly and
are sick."

EMILY FOX.
Freshman.
Undecided

A week ago. Title X's biggest
problem was under-funding. But today's situation
is much graver. In fact, it's
downright frightening.
Our deficit, upwards of $3
trillion dollars, has created a
sticky situation. After years
of irresponsible spending
and short-sighted borrowing, the United States government has no choice hut to
limit its handouts.
Recently, Republicans put
their heads together and, after
much sinister band-nibbing
and maniacal laughter, offered
this budget resolution — eliminate Title X.
Title X is what Planned
Parenthood calls "the nation's
only program dedicated solely
to reducing unintended pregnancy by providing contraceptive and related reproductive health care services to lowincome women.'
Passed in the 1970 by
President Nixon, it signifies a
time when Republicans realized the easiest way to cut off
the mythical "welfare queen"
was to offer her family planning services.
Title X grants are shared
among 4,480 health centers
across the nalion. Of the $317
million allocated for women's
health. Planned Parenthood
ends up with roughly $7f> millinn. And it's money well spent;
33 percent of women in the
program regularly choose
Planned Parenthood as their
healthcare provider.
But last Friday the House
approved a bill that would
eliminate all Title X funding.
With the additional provision
to restrict any federal money
from reaching Planned
Parenthood, this is obviously an elaborate plan to shut
down the largest protector of
women's reproductive rights.
And it took a man more evil
than Nixon to Introduce the
misguided legislation.
On the right, we have Mike
Pence (R-IN), claiming this
drastic action will keep abortion providers from receiving federal tax dollars, even
though the Hyde amendment has kept that from hap-

"Wash your hands

KATE SNYDER. IN FOCUS EDITOR
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information oi
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before punting The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted cokjmns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessanly
reflect the view of The BG News
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STATE BRIEFS
Higher education
chancellor
stepping down
COLUMBUS -Ohio's lead-

Obama pushes
innovation at Ohio
small businesses
CLEVELAND-President

POP
From Page 1
BGNIW-j
WIRE
SOURCES

Unions to protest
Ohio collective
bargaining bill
COLUMBUS (AP)-An Ohio

ing higher education official has

Barack Obama took his agenda

hearing on a bill that would strip

announced he plans lo resign

for increased spending on eco-

public employees ol collective

ahead of schedule.

nomic competitiveness to politi-

bargaining rights is expected to

cally important Ohio, where the

bring thousands of protesters to

in a statement Tuesday that he

Republican governor has joined a

the Statehouse in Columbus.

will leave his post on March 13.

chorus of GOP leaders calling for

after serving four years of his five-

greater cost cutting measures at

members and supporters will

year term. Republican Gov John

both the state and federal level.

rally at the state capitol Tuesday

Chancellor Eric Fmgerhul said

Kasich will pick his successor.
Then-Gov. Ted Strickland, a

Unions say thousands of their

Speaking to small business

afternoon as lawmakers hold a

leaders in Cleveland Tuesday.

hearing on state Senate Bill 5.

Democrat, appointed Fingerhut

Obama said the U.S. must boost

as chancellor of the Ohio Board

spending on sectors like educa-

sure would end collective bar-

of Regents in March 2007 and

tion and transportation that can

gaining rights for state workers

put him in charge of laying out

make America more competitive,

and restrict teachers, firefighters,

a 10-year plan for using higher

while also cutting from domestic

police, university employees and

education to help the state's

programs that are adding to the

local workers in their bargaining

ailing economy. Fingerhut was

nation's deficit.

abilities.

the first to serve under a law that

"By cutting back on what we

The Republican-backed mea-

Supporters say the measure

makes the chancellor a member

don't need, we can invest in the

could help control spending and

of the governor s Cabinet.

future," Obama said "We can

provide more flexibility for cash-

invest in the things that are criti-

strapped governments.

-Julie Carr Smyth (AP)

cal to our long-term success."
-Nancy Benac(AP)

In a news release, protest
organizers call the bill a misguided measure that does nothing to

appearance,'' Bohland said.
Northcutt said many of the
servers will be dressing in
costume to complement the
foods they serve.

BG1 CARD
From Page 1
cards so we're going to take
advantage of it."
While some students may
have worn-out or outdated
BG1 (^ards, most freshmen
just received their BG1 cards
upon arriving on campus.
Freshmen Kevin Meyers
and AJ Walker have been
using their BG1 card for less
than an academic year, but
are required to get the newly
formatted card.
"It really seems kind of

Wednesday. February 25 20115

Bohland said some of the
inspiration also came from
asking workers about costumes they may have lying
around from Halloween. He
said some of the costumes
relate to the different themes
and would make the atmosphere of the dining facility

more festive.
Sophomore Ben Sigler said
he thinks this day will bring
the food court to life and be
fun for not only students but
the workers as well.
"I will definitely come in
Thursday to witness pop culture day," Sigler said.

pointless," Meyers said.
"Ours are the newest cards,
so it seems like they should
already have the newest features on them."
While Meyers' card might
not even be two semesters
old, he and Walker both agree
that photo retakes for the new
cards are not a bad idea.
"It's kind of nice that they
are letting people get new pictures," Walker said. "If they
plan on transforming the BG1
Card then they might as well."
The University e-mailed
students who do not have
photos on file to get their

photo taken in the BG1 Card
offices on the first floor of
the Union by Thursday, along
with students who plan to get
their photo retaken.
"It is really easy and
quick to do." said Lexy
Lope/., from the BG1 Card
Services front desk. "Some
students have even come
in and taken four or five
pictures just to find one
they like."
The BG1 Card offices
are open for photo retakes
between 9 a.m. and 7 p.m.
today and between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Thursday.

US monitors

1

create jobs. They say it will hurt
all workers In Ohio.

Judge tosses suit against
Obama health care plan
By Ncdm PlckUr
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A federal judge on Tuesday
threw out a lawsuit claiming that President Barack
Obama's requirement that
all Americans have health
insurance violates the religious freedom of those who
rely on God to protect them.
U.S. District Judge Gladys
Kessler in Washington dismissed a lawsuit filed by
the American Center for
Law and Justice, a Christian
legal group founded by
evangelist Pat Robertson,
on behalf of five Americans
who can afford health
insurance but have chosen
for years not to buy it.
The case was one of several lawsuits Tiled against
Obama's requirement that
Americans either buy health
insurance or pay a penalty,
beginning in 2014. Kessler
is the third Democraticappointed judge to dismiss
a challenge, while two
Republican-appointed judges have ruled part or all of the
law unconstitutional. Kessler
wrote that the Supreme
Court will need to settle the
constitutional issues.
Three of the plaintiffs —
Margaret Peggy Lee Mead of
Hillsborough, N.C., Charles
Edward Lee of San Antonio
and Susan Seven-Sky of
West Harrison, N.Y. — are
Christians who said they
want to refuse all medical
services for the rest of their

"Individuals like plaintiffs who allege
now that they will refuse medical
services in the future may well find
their way into the health care market
when they face...illness or injury."
Gladys Kessler | US Dislrcit Judge
lives because they believe Obama signed 11 months
God will heal their afflic- ago aimed at reducing overtions. They say being forced all costs. She also said that
to buy insurance would con- anyone who objects to havflict with their faith because ing health care for religious
they believe doing so would reasons can choose to pay
indicate they need "a backup the penalty instead — as the
plan and (are) not really sure lawsuit said all five plaintiffs
whether God will, in fact, plan to do.
provide," the lawsuit said.
Kessler also expressed
The two other plaintiffs doubts that they can really
— Kenneth Ruffo of San determine whether they will
Antonio and Gina Rodriguez never require health care.
of Piano, Texas — have a "Individuals like plaintiffs
holistic approach to medical who allege now that they will
care and prefer to pay for their refuse medical services in the
health services out of pocket, future may well find their way
in part because insurance into the health care market
often doesn't cover their cho- when they face the reality of
illness or injury," she wrote.
sen methods of healing
The lawsuit argued that
Judges George Steeh of
Congress docs not have the Michigan and Norman Moon
power under the Constitution ofVirginia—like Kessler, they
to require health care pur- were nominated to the federal
chases and that the mandate benchbyPresidentBillClintnn
violates theReligiousl'reedom — dismissed suits against the
individual mandate last fall.
Restoration Act of 1993.
Kessler rejected both George W. Bush-appointed
arguments and ruled that Henry Hudson in Virginia
Congress has the right to ruled the insurance purchase
regulate health care spending requirement unconstitutionunder the Commerce Clause al in December, while Ronald
and that the individual man- Reagan appointee Roger
date must be viewed not as Vinson in Florida ruled the
a stand-alone reform but as entire health care reform act
an essential part of the law unconstitutional last month.

wartime spending

in every

Obama calls for federal contract system reform
By Richard L.irdncr

tors while also pledging to crack
down on fraud, cost overruns
WASHINGTON — President and shoddy work. War-zone
Barack Obama pledged near- contracting is a major part of
ly two years ago to fix the bro- the government-wide problem
ken system of awarding and that Obama targeted. The panmanaging federal contracts. el's findings underscore the difBut a new report paints a grim ficulty of enforcing changes to a
picture of the government's business sector li >ng dominated
reliance on the private sector by well-connected companies,
for support in war zones and such as KBR Inc. and DynCorp
urges a series of reforms to International, that handle conprevent more U.S. tax dollars stniction. transportation, food
services, training and security
from being wasted.
The Ginurussion on Wartime in combat areas.
U.S. intelligence agencies alsi >
Contracting concluded that the
use of hired hands has become employ contractors, an arrangea "default option," pointing ment that in recent weeks has
to the estimated $177 billion produced serious diplomatic
spent since 2001 on contrac- headaches. Raymond Allen
tors in Afghanistan and Iraq, Davis was working as a CIA
according to a draft of the security contractor in Pakistan
report expected to be released when he shot and killed two
Thursday. Yet vigorous over- armed men last month in the
sight and management of con- eastern city of Lahore. Davis'
tractors by the Pentagon. State connection to the spy agency is
Department and US. Agency likely to further complicate the
for International Development Obama adininistratioris efforts
is too often "an administrative to free him from jail and continue lo strain relations between
after-thought,'' the report said.
The bipartisan commission the U.S. and Pakistan.
Created by Congress in 2008,
is urging Congress to provide
the agencies with more peo- the eight-member commission
ple and authority to control has broad authority to examthis industrial army, which ine wartime spending, includat times has nearly equaled ing military support contracts.
the size of U.S. forces in reconstruction projects and
private security companies 'Ihe
Afghanistan and Iraq.
"Unless Congress provides new report is the panel's second
resources to oversee and evalu- interim study. A final report to
ate contractor performance, Congress with recommendawaste will continue and nation- tions for improving government
al objectives will suffer," accord- contracting in war zones is due
ing to the draft report, obtained this summer.
After scores of meetings,
by The Associated Press. The
investment "will be amply briefings and visits to Iraq and
repaid in reduced waste and Afghanistan, the commission
increased effectiveness" of war- concluded that too many federal officials view contractors
zone contracting, it said.
Obama announced plans in as a "free" source of labor paid
March 2009 to curb the gov- from ample budgets supplied
ernment's appetite for contrac- by Congress.
Associated Press
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School Year
Listings Available
Relax, Secure your Rental
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315 E. Merry (Up & Down).
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MECCA

1045 N. Main St. 7B
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Management Inc.

419-353-5880

FOR
RENT!
Studios, 1,2 & 3 bedrooms

f

special \)ffer

Rent a 4 Bedroom House
for 12 months beginning May 2011

PLAYGROUND
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25. 2011
10 PM - 1 AM

With Some Properties Featuring:
• On BGSU Bus Shuttle
• Close to Downtown
• Close to Campus
• Allow a small pet (extra $)
Stop in for a listing, Call to set up a meeting
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Outdoor game at
The Doyt would
put BG hockey
on the map

Prochaska's late
3-pointer gives
Falcons win
over Akron
BG News Sports Staff

[tailing 45-44, 1-auren I'rochaska
hit a 3-pointer with 0.2 seconds left
in the game to give the Falcons a 47-15 win over Akron at Rhodes Arena

mi ruesdaynight
The win was the 17th
straight for BG against the
Zips as the Falcons improved
to 23-4 overall and 11-3 in the
Mid-American
Conference
to remain atop of the league
standings, dropping Akron to
13-13 and 6-8 in the MAC.
Prochaska shot l-for-5 from
long distance and 3-for-14 overall
to pace Ud with 11 points and
nine rebounds.
Chrissy Steffen added 10 points,
while Maggie llennegan and )en
Dili finished with nine and seven
points, respectively.
Rachel Tecca led the way for
Akron with a double-double (14
points. 13 rebounds).
Both teams struggled heavily from the field as BG shot 23.6
percent (13-for-55) and Akron shot
28.6 percent (14-for-49).
The Falcons return home
Saturday for a game with Kent
State at noon.

■ EV

lilt PHOlJ

CONCENTRATION: Tho Falcons finished seventh at last year's MAC Championships but will be looking for better results this week in Athens. Ohio.

NJTHANEIEKONICH

CREATING SPACE: Joe Jakubowsk, looks
to get around a Michigan defender earlier this
season.

Men's basketball
to play on Sports
Time Ohio tonight
against Ohio
BG News Sports Staff

lour games left, a four-way tie for
fourth and four byes.
For the BCi men's basketball
team, the No. -1 is beginning to
take meaning.
After their ESPN BracketBusters
game with Youngstown State, the
Falcons return to Mid-American
Conference play tonight when it
heads to Athens, Ohio, to take on
the Bobcats.
Opening lip begins at 7:30
p.m. and will be aired on Sports
Time Ohio.
The Falcons (12-15, 7-5 MAC)
are in a four-way tic for fourth in
the league standings with Akron,
Ball State and Buffalo, and is
still fighting for one of the four
byes in the first round of the
See PREVIEW | Page 7

FACEB00K

Diving toward a
MAC Championship
BG swim team dives back into pool today for Mid-American Conference Championships
Vicky
ent. They also have experience in
Yu
the championships.
As a freshman two years ago,
Won gold in the 200
The BG swim team will head into Vicky Yu won gold in the 200
butterfly at the 2009
the Mid-American Conference butterfly event in the 2009 MAC
MAC Championships
Swimming
and
Diving Championships, which named
Championships today with some her to first-team All-MAC status.
Sarah
confidence due to the success it
In the same event, Sarah
Burston
achieved this season.
Burston took bronze with a thirdUnder first-year coach Petra place finish.
Won bronze the 200
Martin, the Falcons have
Also, Meg Richardson, now a
butterfly at the 2009
improved their record, winning graduate assistant with the team,
MAC Championships
two more meets than they won broke three school records and
all of last year.
earned second-team All-MAC at
Martin has preached all season last year's MAC Championships.
has posted a top-10 time in durthe essence of hard work and finHeading into this year's cham- ing this season.
ishing every race hard in order to pionships in the breaststroke
Yu's time in the Eastern
get stronger.
events, Alexis Kain and Amanda Michigan Invitational earlier this
Today, BG will put all that to Rom look to be contenders for season is the league's third-best
the medals.
the test.
mark, which is only one second
The Falcons travel to Athens,
Rom holds the MAC's sixth- behind the fastest time of the
Ohio, for the 2011 MAC best time in the 100 breaststroke year in the MAC.
Championships, which takes event and the fifth-best in the
The Falcon relay teams will
place over four days.
200 breaststroke.
also be a contender for medals. At
BG has won three meets and
Kain holds the fifth-best time the EMU Invitational, BG posted
came close to tallying two more in the 100-yard event.
the third-best time of the year in
victories this season.
Yu and Burston will again be the 200 freestyle relay event.
With about a three week lay- contenders in the championThe team also posted simioff, the swimmers come into this ships this week. Their event is lar times in dual meets against
event eager to show off their tal- the 200 butterfly, which Burston Toledo and Ohio earlier this year.
By Matt Ny*
Reporter

TWITTER

TRACK AND FIELD

Want to put BG hockey back on the
map? Why not take it outside?
A gimmicky idea? Yep. Unlikely?
You betcha.
But, just thinkof the possibilities
of the Falcons hosting Miami or
Ohio State at Doyt Perry Stadium
in mid-Ianuary.
Before I even think about touching the financials and figures it
would take to convince the athletic department, let me appeal to
you, the fan.
Outdoor hockey is truly taking
the game back to its roots. It's an
unforgettable experience for the
players, and as a fan it's the type
of event you brag about attending — like the Super Bowl or Final
Four. It's the type of event where
you buy tickets months, maybe a
year, in advance.
This past Dec. 11, 1 was part of
the world record crowd (104,173)
that made it to Ann Arbor for the
outdoor game "The Big Chill at
the Big 1 louse" between Michigan
and Michigan State.
I'm not a fan of either institution,
however, the atmosphere surrounding the game made it more
than a game; it was an event.
Beforehand, I had a couple
of beers with my friends in
Ann Arbor (for those who
care, I've been 21 since May),
before walking past tailgaters
who had broken out the grills
and lawn chairs. It was like
the Saturday before a football
game, in mid-December.
The game itself wasn't that
exciting: Michigan crushed
Michigan State 5-0. But the feeling in the stadium after each goal,
the wave making several trips
around the bowl shaped stadium
and firework display afterwards,
was perfection.
The Doyt is maybe four to five
times smaller than Michigan
Stadium, but its size — roughly
29,000 at capacity — makes it the
perfect venue to host an outdoor
hockey game.
BG-Miami, which is the best
See COLUMN | Page 7

SPORTS
BRIEFS
Football player cited for
burglary
Darius K. Smith. 25. of Bowling Green,
was cited lor burglary within the 400 block
o(Ihurstin Ave at4:56am.Saturday.
According to police reports. Smith entered
an apartment and tried to take a guitar.
Smith, a senior defensive end for the
Falcons this past season, played in 12 games,
making 11 starts.

Men's golf finishes ninth
at Rice Intercollegiate
In its first tournament of the 2011 season.
the BG men's golf team finished ninth
out of a 15-team field at the 2011 Rice
Intercollegiate.
The Falcons finished the two-day.
54 hole event with a final score of 876.
BG finished ahead ol Mid-American
Conference foe Miami (884. T-12th) as well
as Nebraska (872.10th), currently ol the
Big 12 Conference.
Be sure to pick up Thursday's edition of
The BG News lor a full recap

SOFTBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG hosts MAC Championships

Falcons back in action

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BG trad and FieU team wi be back in

After a week layoff, the BG Softball team will

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

action the weekend when it hosts the MAC

be bad on the diamond this weekend for

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

(Zranpcnshpsat thePeny Field House Checkout

the Phyllis Rafter Memorial in Kennesaw. Ga.

Sports" to become a fan.

vovw.tvrttttf.com/D9rMvnsports

Friday's edtion of The BG News for a ful preview.

Ched out Fridays paper for a ful I preview.
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SPORTS
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Snow keeps Falcons
grounded in Field House
By Michel* Wysocki
Reporter

Snow hits again, keeping lid
baseball inside.
The Falcons had their first
chance on dry ground Friday
against Western Kentucky,
but the snow keeps the team
from practicing outside on
the home front.
Since the start of spring
training, the players have
been inside the Perry
Field House.
Before the Perry Field
House was built, the
Falcons used to practice
in three different buildings according to coach
Danny Schmitz.

COLUMN
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matchup considering the
football rivalry and coaching connection between BG's
Chris Bergeron and Miami's
Enrico Blasi, would produce
a v >Mi ii 11 Doyt Perry Stadium
for the first time since BG
hosted Boise State two years
ago in football.
Close enough to Michigan,
the Toledo area has a strong
connection to hockey, and
thegame could even be billed
as a double-header with the
ECHL's Toledo Walleye.
Hockey fans would make
the trip, football fans longing
for one last pregamc barbecue would be there and of
course there's the large number of general sports fans
who'd show up just for the
spectacle and curiosity surrounding the event.
Is this economically feasible? That's for the number-crunchers and athletic
departments of BG and
Miami to decide, but let me
get them started.
First off, the cost of building the rink would be a hefty
amount — anywhere from the
$300,000 it cost to build a rink
inside UCONN's Rentschler
Field to the $416,000 to build
one at Michigan Stadium
— but that's something that
could be offset by ticket sales
and sponsorships.

"The field house is a won- mock games inside. They repderful facility, and we are licate everything from pitchblessed to have such a facility," ing and hitting, and the team
Schmitz said, "But baseball is even brings in umpires.
"This is usually how it goes
an outside sport; we are itchbeing a northern school,"
ing to get outside."
Bowling Green resides Schmitz said.
The Falcons have been
in the north region of Ohio
where snow falls well into the within the walls of the Perry
month of February. Schmitz Field House since individual
said northern schools have training started at the begina disadvantage opposed to ning of the year.
"We have cabin fever. We
southern schools at the start
started individuals and team
of the season.
"Compared to teams down skills, and Ian. 31 was our
south, our pitchers are going First full practice," Schmitz
into the first games cold tur- said. "We've been at it for
awhile now, and we just want
key," Schmitz said.
The coaching staff makes to get out."
Captain Frank Berry
an attempt to re-create outside situations by playing agrees with Schmitz

alone would bring in more or even a potential Walleye
than $580,000; that offsets game — the final product
the price of building the ice would be worth the time and
money put in, if not just for
by itself.
2. Sponsorship — For the the dollars but as a marketing
Michigan outdoor game. expenditure.
Arby's, the presenting sponMoney aside, pitching this
sor, paid around $100,000 to outdoor game comes with a
get their logo and namesake very simple goal, putting BG
into all the merchandise and hockey back on the map.
in the center ice logo.
For at least one day. the
The total sponsorships program would be the
reached somewhere between center of the college hock$500,000 and $600,000.
ey universe, something it
While a BG-Miami game hasn't been since the 1984
wouldn't draw nearly as National Championship or
much from sponsors, taking when it was portrayed in
into effect the smaller crowd the negative light as posand less national exposure, sibly being disbanded two
even a fourth of that — a still years ago.
i mpressive $ 125,000—won Id
Fans would come, excitemake the event a quite prof- ment around the program
itable decision.
would grow all season and
Honestly, I don't know how a win against Miami, a
much it would cost to actually national power and rival, in
Doyt Perry Stadium could be
put up the game.
I'm sure there's some facet a jumpstart to help coach
I've forgotten, but with the Bergeron continue building
estimated revenue from the program back to its forthe game itself along with mer status.
other events leading up to it
The game was born out— selling ice time to youth doors, and perhaps taking it
teams, alumni games, club back to its roots can help put
hockey games, public skating BG hockey back on the map.
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Danny Schmitz | BG coach
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about the weather.
"We've been inside the past
few months; I'm excited to get
things rolling."
Schmitz focused on getting outside so the team can
get on the football field to do
some drills.
"We've strictly been inside;
a good melt would do us some
good," Schmitz said.
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"We've strictly
been inside; a good
melt would do us
some good."
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

8 S 1
6 Z E
Ml
9 8c
I I 6
E » S
I E 9
I I t
S 6 8

I
1
S
E
8
9
Z
6
I

9
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I
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£
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c I
6 5
S 9
I 6
8;*
9 8
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»
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I
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9
8
t
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^
L
S
Z

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

PREVIEW
From I
MAC Tournament.
Ohio is a game behind
with a 6-6 conference
record.
BG has lost three
straight games and is
struggling defensively,
allowing opponents to
shoot just over 47 percent
from long distance during that stretch.
Ohio boasts the top
scoring offense in the
league this
season,
which includes the sec-

PRIZESUDOKUCOM
ond-best 3-point field goal
percentage.
The Bobcats are averaging 74.6 points per game
and are led by sophomore
point guard D.I. Cooper,
who ranks third nationally
in assists (7.4 apg), 17th in
steals (2.4 spg) and 58th in
assist/turnover ratio (2.16).
He also leads Ohio in

scoring with 16.7 points
per game.
Cooper scored a team-high
18 points the last meeting
against BG, but the Falcons
won the game 73-61.
The Bobcats lead the alltime series with BG, 8378, but the Falcons have
won five of the last six
meetings.

FALCONS vs. Kent State

Up for Re-Rent!

TUESDAY. MARCH 1 - 7:30pm
AHDERS0N ARENA

Hey BGSU students! Tuesday, March 1 is Student Appreciation Night at
Anderson Arena, when the Falcons take on MAC rival Kent State. All
students are invited to eat FREE in the Above the Rim Club beginning at
6:30pm and the First 750 students will receive a FREE drawstring bag!

Let's take a look:

XI2K.\VoosterSt.
3 bilrm. 2 haih.
Across from
South Hall. Full
baMMM & attic
ym

1. Ticket sales — even if
one-third of the stadium is
filled with students who get
in for free with a student ID,
there would still be roughly
19,934 general admission
tickets available.
If you set the average
ticket price to $30, which
is actually a bargain if you
consider prices for some
athletic events, ticket sales
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Call to make an appointment today!
419-352-4380
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Management Inc.

FREE 36 Month Pro Bated Road Ha;.ird Protection On Every Pusenger & UfM Track Tire We Sell
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Willow House Apts. 830 4th St BG
1 bars/1 bath/dishwasher/
disposal/AC/
Iree oft street parking

APARTMENTS
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TO FIT EVERY NEED!

111/113 Flndlay Pike Apts.-Portage Ohio
2,3bd'ns REMODELED.
Garage space/loft style bldg.
1 bath/pets extra
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Call for an appointment/check out the web site
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1
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www.meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green, OH

419-353-5800

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

f
I
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Avoy House Apts. 326 N. Main St BG
effnencies/1bdrs.
Close to downtown
1 oft street parking space per unit

• One bedroom
• Close to downtown

tt

CLASSIFIEDS

8 Wednesday. February 23.2011

check us out
online @

BGViews
For Rent

For Rent

1 & 2BR apt Free Heat 8 Water!
$99 deposit special!
Pet Friendly! 419-353-7715
www varsitysquareapts.com

2. 3 8 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th 8 5th St.
Avail May 8 August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com

1 BR apt, 854 8th St. S400rmo ♦
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
FREE POOL Wed 4p-Close'
Great Drink Specials All Day!
Across trom Harshman.
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070

Help Wanted

Awesome summer Job in Maine!
It you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
Iriends, then look no further.
Camp Mataponi. a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskung. life guarding, WSI,
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis. H B Riding. Arts & Crafts.
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics.
Video. Photography. Nurses.
Maintenance. Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today at
561-748-3684 or apply online at
www campmataponicom
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors lor all land, adventure &
water sports. Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
cATDBcedarconi

1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239.

Cozy 2 8 3 BR'S houses.
near downtown. $700-800/mo.
Call 419-356-5437

1, 2 S 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otlice open 11 -3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

Effic. 1 8 2 BR apts. May or Aug.
For more info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

For Rent
• Lrg 3 4 4 BR apt*, $650 ft up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

11-12 sy. tew houses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325
also see Cam/Rentals com
Also 1 8 2 BR apis, avail 1/1/11.
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May -12 month leases
424 S. Summit -studio - $275/mo.
230 N Enterprise -1br - S385/mo
322 E. Court - 1br - $455/mo.
453 S Prospect - 1br - $330/mo
266 Manville - 2br -$610/mo.
420 S. College - 3br - $690/mo.
837 3rd St - 3br - $855<mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled
S725/mo +util. call 419-708-9981
3BR apt. S. College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.

May houses - close to campus:
145 8 248Troup-3BR.
201 8 1/2 S College-5 BR.
128 8 1/2 S Summit - 6 BR
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings.

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239

NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSES!

426 E Woosler. 3 bedroom,
$950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882

4BR houses w/ A/C. W/D
239 Manville - $850/mo.
249 Manville - S975/mo.
3BR houses
227 S College - $900/mo.
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman
www.froboserentals.com

5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. Si 100/mo.
Avail for 11 -12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

ACROSS
1 Rollicking good time
6 "Pipe down!"
10 The man's partner, in a Shaw title
14 Western neckwear
15 Leer at
16-Tres I"
17 Screw-up
18 Fuzzy image
19 Jedi guru
20 Cop's often-unreliable lead
23 Apostropheless possessive
26 Start of a Latin I conjugation
27 Snack for a gecko
28 Retailer's private label
32 Milne hopper
33 Caroline Kennedy, to Mana
Shnver
34 Three-layer snacks
36 Clerical robes
37 "The Bachelor" network
38 Laundry
42 Martial arts-influenced workout

/raffle >V*

45
47
50
52
54
55
56
60
61
62
66
67
68
69
70
71

lannma
Centerg
TanningCenterBG.com

'V gun pellets
Chaney of horror
Chicken-king link
Davenport, e.g.
West Coast ocean concern
Mingle (with)
Like an extremely unpleasant situation
8 Inner city blight
9 Jane Eyre, e.g.
10 Deep fissure
11 Tear gas target
40 Fabric joint
12 Sawbones
41 Rec room centerpiece
13 Shape up
43 1-Down, e.g
21 Harbinger
44 Cyclone's most dan22 Reverse
gerous part
23 Machu Pkxhu archi45 Harsh
tect
46 NFLer who UV.
24 Home Depot buy
to play in Yankee
25 Cold shoulder
Stadium
29 Right hand: Abbr
47 Striped stinkers
30 Mechanical worker
46
Costner/Pusso
golf
31 Circumference part
flick
35 Performed in an
49
Anatolian
Peninsula
aquacade
capital
37 "Washboard" mus51 Some Horace poems
cles
53
Pesky
fliers
39 Astounded
57 "JAG" spin-off
Chewed like a beaver
58 Penny
RR stop
59 "Moonstruck" Oscar
Facetious name for a school
winner
cafeteria staple
63 Memorable time
Checkers demand
64 Total
Glutton
Lie-issuing bureau
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THE WASH HOUSE

THE HEAT<S>

248 N Main I 419-354-1559
16 beds, 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointmenl needed

525 Ridge 1419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth • noappt.needed

S0UTHS1DE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main i 419-353-8826
S beds, 2 booths > appt. available
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Room for rent, S. College,
S300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable, WiFi.
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

Avail August 2011, 3 BR houses.
excellentcondclose to BGSU:
812 3rd St - $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo.
606 5th St - S800/mo.
112ClaySt-S800/mo.
118QaySt-S950/mo.
218DillSt-$1.000/mo
3BR apt-443 N Enterpnse-$550.
1 BR apt ■ 112 Ridge - S325/mo
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.

The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd
S365-S395/mo ♦ elec.
1BR apts avail, newly updated.
laundry on site, great location.
Call 419-354-6036

W^

#/H
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525 Ridge I 419-352-3588
10 bsdi. 1 booth
No appointment needed
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Large 1BR. near campus.
Avail Fall 2011. $475/mo.
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882.

3 BR house. 404 S College
$625/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

i !°™oNi i ^r<me
40% OFF i
[jyERYDAYj

Jay-Mar 803/815 8th St - 2BR's.
$475-495/mo ♦gas/elec. AAC.
D/W. university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St.
1 8 2 BR apt free internet.
tow as 199/mo. see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325.

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex hrs. only 15
min. from BG. Apply in person at
465 W Dussel Dr., Maumee, OH
(419)893-2290

1
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7

Cozy 8 quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace,
Avail June. $425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716

2 BR - 404 1/2 S. College.
S675/mo + utilities. A/C. W/D incl
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850

BARTENDING' up to $300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

The Daily Crossword Fix The Tanning Center

Brick home, 2BR. nice, near
campus. $750/mo. avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882

1 room effic. shared bath.
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011.
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st
Call 419-601-3225

Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 2. 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Center*
TanningCenlerBG.com
UV-FREE

THE WASH MUSE

! NEW CUSTOMERS I ^*^*»*^M
4 UfEEtf FREE' ^BtMds,2booths• MyslicTan
L J!E5T?XnrF! No appolrrtmenl needed
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H Session

MysTtdANV 0nly$10!
North Main Street Location Only • One Time Purchase
— FXPlHEB 1/1

• Newer construction
• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases
• Ceramic tile
•$875(12/mo)
CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

• 842/846/723 7th street

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
114 1/2 S. Main St.

1

117 1/2 N. Main St.

1

128 W. Wooster St.
-

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

■

• One bedroom

1

• All downtown

'

• All different floor plans
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